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Surface barrier dominated transport in NbSe2
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Transport current distribution in clean 2H-NbSe2 crystals is studied by measuring the self-induced magnetic
field across the sample. BelowTc most of the current flows at the edges of the crystals due to strong surface
barriers, which are found to dominate the transport properties and the resistive transition. The measured critical
current is determined by the critical current for vortex penetration through the surface barrier rather than by
bulk pinning.@S0163-1829~98!51446-4#
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Vortices in type-II superconductors have to overcome s
face and geometrical barriers~SB! in order to exit or pen-
etrate into the superconductor. The effect of SB on the m
netic properties has been extensively studied theoretically1–4

In recent years numerous studies have shown that SB d
nate the magnetization behavior in clean crystals of hi
temperature superconductor~HTSC!, in particular at elevated
temperatures.5–10 Since bulk pinning is strongly reduced b
thermal fluctuations, the relative importance of the SB
expected to grow with temperature.11 At low temperatures, in
contrast, and in low-Tc superconductors in general, bulk pin
ning is expected to be the main source of hysteretic mag
tization. Recent theoretical works12,13have suggested that S
can also significantly modify the transport properties of
perconductors. Current distribution measurements
Bi2Sr2CaCu208 ~BSCCO! crystals14,15 have revealed tha
over a wide range of temperatures and fields, the trans
current indeed flows predominantly at the edges of the c
tals where vortices enter and exit the superconductor. In
paper we report that SB dominate the transport behavior
in the low-Tc superconductor NbSe2. SB should therefore be
of significant importance in a wide range of superconduct
in affecting the transport as well as the magnetic propert
Since SB compete with bulk pinning in determining the d
namics of vortices, SB may become the dominant mec
nism in materials with low bulk pinning.

High-purity 2H-NbSe2 crystals with Tc57.2 K were
grown as described previously.16 Several crystals were
cleaved and cut into a rectangular strip shape. The data
sented here are for one of the crystals with dimensions
1.46 mm(l )30.35 mm(w)30.04 mm(d). The features re-
ported below were observed in all the investigated cryst
Four pads for electrical contacts of 0.130.1 mm2 with 0.13
mm separation between pairs were prepared by Ag
evaporation. The crystal was mounted onto an array of
two-dimensional electron gas GaAs/AlGaAs Hall sens
10310mm2 each with a 10mm separation. The inset to Fig
1 shows a schematic top view of the experimental setup
dc magnetic fieldHdc was applied perpendicular to the plan
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~22!/14763~4!/$15.00
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of the sensors and parallel to thec axis of the crystal. An ac
transport currentI ac in the range of 1–30 mA at 65 Hz wa
applied, and the corresponding self-induced magnetic fi
Bac(x) across the crystal was measured by the Hall sen
array. The four-probe resistance of the sample was meas
under the same conditions using a lock-in amplifier.

There are three main regimes for the flow of the transp

FIG. 1. ~a! Transport current self-induced fieldBac as measured
by sensors 3 to 18 across the width of a NbSe2 crystal at Hdc

50.1 T andI ac56 mA. At the crossing point of the curves half o
the transport current flows in the bulk and half at the sample ed
At lower temperatures the inverted curves indicate that most of
current flows at the edges. Vortices are immobile belowTd . ~b!
Corresponding four-probe resistance measurement. The resis
drops sharply atTmax and shows a tail at lower temperature due
weak flux creep. Inset: schematic cross section of the sam
mounted on an array of 19 Hall sensors.
R14 763 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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current as described in Ref. 14:~a! Uniform current flow in
the bulk of the sample. In this case, applying the Biot-Sav
law, the perpendicular component of the self-induced fie
as measured by the sensors, decreases monotonically
the left edge to the right.~b! Surface barrier dominated flow
for which most of the current flows at the two edges of t
crystal in order to drive the vortices over the entry and e
SB. The resulting self-induced field across the crystal is
posite in sign and increases from left to right.~c! Vortex
pinning which prevents vortex motion and results in ze
self-field inside the sample. The corresponding transport
rent, in this case, has a characteristic Meissner distribu
with a reduced current in the center and enhanced at
edges.17–19

Figure 1~a! shows an example of the self-induced fie
Bac as a function of temperature atHdc50.1 T and I ac
56 mA. For clarity, only the sensors 3 to 18, which a
under the crystal, are shown. The corresponding resistan
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The observed behavior is very similar
that reported for BSCCO crystals.14 Above Tc , the current
flows uniformly as expected, andBac decreases monoton
cally from the left edge of the crystal~sensor 3! to the right
edge~sensor 18!. This behavior is seen more clearly in Fi
2~a!, which showsBac(x) profile for all the sensors at 7.6 K
As the temperature is decreased, the SB sets in immedia
below Tc drawing an increasingly larger fraction of the cu
rent to the edges. This gives rise to the observed tempera
dependence ofBac in Fig. 1~a!: a drop inBac just belowTc ,
followed by crossing of the curves and sign reversal at low
temperatures. At the crossing point, half of the transport c

FIG. 2. ~a! ThreeBac(x) profiles at different temperatures take
from Fig. 1~a!. ~b! Transport current distributions obtained by i
version ofBac in ~a!. AboveTc the current flows uniformly acros
the crystal~7.6 K profile!. At T5Tmax56.8 K practically all the
current flows at the two edges of the sample due to strong SB
low temperatures the vortices are immobile and the current is
tributed in the corresponding self-shielding form~4.9 K profile!.
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rent flows across the bulk and the other half at the two ed
of the sample. AtT5Tmax @see Fig. 1~a!# most of the current
flows at the crystal edges and the self-field profile inside
crystal is completely inverted relative to the uniform flo
case, as shown in Fig. 2~a! for T56.8 K. Note that any bulk
mechanism or finite skin depth effect will result inBac which
is either zero~perfect shielding! or positive in the left half of
the sample~finite shielding!, but it cannot causeBac to be-
come negative~negative permeability10!. The sign reversal of
Bac is a unique property of the SB. As the temperature
further decreased, the vortices become immobile forT,Td
due to the combination of the SB and bulk pinning, resulti
in a vanishingBac response within the crystal as shown b
the 4.9 K profile in Fig. 2~a!.

In Ref. 14 arrays of seven Hall sensors were used, wh
allowed mapping ofBac typically over only half of the
sample width. Here we have extended the arrays to 19
sors that provide more detailedBac(x) over the entire sample
width. This improvement has two significant advantag
First, we can readily examine both edges of the sample
evaluate the symmetry of the current distribution. The s
ond major advantage is that having 19 values ofBac field
across the sample is sufficient in order to directly invert
field distribution into the current distribution. We represe
the sample by 19 current filaments located at about hal
the crystal thickness and equally spaced across the w
The currents in the filaments are obtained by inverting
19319 matrix that transforms between the current and
field values using the Biot-Savart law. Figure 2~b! shows the
obtainedI (x) corresponding to the three field profiles in Fi
2~a!. As expected, aboveTc the current flows uniformly
across the crystal~7.6 K profile!. However, belowTc the
current starts to accumulate at the edges due to the st
SB. At T5Tmax practically all the current flows at the tw
edges in a form of twod functions with negligible current in
the bulk ~6.8 K profile!. At low temperatures, 4.9 K profile
the vortices become immobile and the current is distribu
in the corresponding self-shielding form17–19 with a mini-
mum in the center and a rapid increase near the edges.
that the actual current distribution is continuous across
width and the thickness of the crystal, and hence our der
tion of the discreet current filaments in Fig. 2~b! is only an
approximation. Yet, this simple analysis clearly visualiz
the underlying mechanisms, and in particular the main tr
sition from a uniform current flow aboveTc to SB dominated
flow belowTc . This finding shows that in clean NbSe2 crys-
tals the vortex flow rate is determined by the transmiss
probability through the SB rather than by bulk vortex d
namics. An important experimental implication is that t
transport measurements in this case reflect the resistive p
erties of the SB rather than the bulk properties.

Another aspect of the SB is its asymmetry with respec
vortex entry and exit.1 Vortex entry requires a larger forc
than vortex exit. As a result a larger current flows at t
vortex entry edge in order to maintain the same vortex fl
rate throughout the sample. The role of the edges is in
changed as the direction of the ac current changes, wi
larger current flowing on the opposite edge of the crys
This mechanism results in a significant local second h
monic self-field signal, as shown in Fig. 3 forHdc50.5 T
and I ac56 mA. Second harmonic is a unique feature of t

t
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SB due to its asymmetry with respect to the current directi
Bulk vortex dynamics, in contrast, results only in odd h
monics, since bulkI -V characteristics are antisymmetr
with respect to the current. Figure 3 shows that the sec
harmonic signal, and hence the SB, set in immediately be
Tc concurrently with the resistive drop. The narrow dip
the resistance atTp in Fig. 3 is the common peak effect i
NbSe2,

20–23 which in our high-purity crystals is extremel
narrow @see also Fig. 1~a!#. Within our experimental resolu
tion we do not observe substantial changes in current di
bution in this narrow peak-effect region.

In contrast to BSCCO, the thermal activation of vortic
in NbSe2 is weak due to much lowerTc and lower anisot-
ropy. We can therefore simplify the description by analyzi
the behavior in Fig. 3 in terms of bulk and surface barr
critical currents,I c

b andI c
s , respectively. Let us first conside

the case of finite bulk pinning with no SB, namelyI c
s50.

The bulk critical currentI c
b is generally expected to increas

with decreasing temperature, but as long as the applied
rent is larger thanI c

b(T), the current should flow uniformly
across the sample.17–19 As a result,Bac should be positive
like aboveTc , and there should be no second-harmonic s
nal. WhenI c

b(T) approaches the value of the applied curre
at some characteristic temperatureTmax, vortices stop mov-
ing, andBac should drop rapidly from the full positive valu
to zero as the temperature is further decreased. This sce
is inconsistent with the data in Fig. 3~a!: Bac is negative
instead of positive aboveTmax, and in addition, significan
second harmonic is present. Furthermore, belowTmax, Bac
does drop rapidly, but this drop occurs whileBac is negative
rather than positive.

FIG. 3. First and second~multiplied by 3! harmonics ofBac as
measured by sensor 3~a!, and the corresponding resistance~b! at
Hdc50.5 T and I ac56 mA. The SB, and hence the secon
harmonic signal, set in immediately belowTc . At Tmax, I ac5I c

b

1I c
s and Bac , the second-harmonic signal, and the resista

drop sharply. The narrow dip in the resistance atTp is the peak
effect in NbSe2.
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We now consider the opposite scenario of finite SB w
no bulk pinning,I c

b50. SinceI c
s(T) is related to the critical

field Hc(T), it is expected to grow linearly belowTc . There-
fore, upon cooling, a progressively larger fraction of the a
plied current should be drawn towards the edges. The co
spondingBac should drop approximately linearly from a fu
positive value atTc down to a full negative value at a cha
acteristic temperature at whichI c

s(T) reachesI ac , and as a
result practically all the applied current flows at the edges
this temperature interval a significant second-harmonic
nal should be also present, as explained above. The co
sponding resistivity of the sample should decrease gradu
below Tc with a sharp drop towards zero at the same ch
acteristic temperature. The data in Fig. 3 aboveTmax are
fully consistent with this scenario, thus allowing us to ide
tify Tmax as the characteristic temperature at whichI ac

5I c
s(T).
Now let us examine the behavior belowTmax where I ac

,I c
s(T) and no vortices can exit or penetrate into the sam

~in absence of thermal activation!. Yet, if I c
b50 the vortices

can move freelyinsidethe sample and change their distrib
tion according toBac imposed by the fullI ac flowing on the
edges. Since the edges have already absorbed all ofI ac ,
there should be no further change in the current distribut
belowTmax, andBac should remain constant at its full nega
tive value@as observed in BSCCO~Ref. 14!#. On the other
hand, if a small bulkI c

b is present in addition toI c
s , Bac

should drop sharply to zero belowTmax since vortices be-
come immobile.Tmax in this case corresponds to the tem
perature at whichI ac becomes equal to the total critical cu
rent I c(T)5I c

b1I c
s . The pronounced drop ofBac at Tmax in

Fig. 3~a! indicates therefore the existence of some finite b
I c

b . The fact thatBac is practically fully inverted atTmax

shows, however, thatI c
b!I c

s . Note also that the second
harmonic signal should be absent belowTmax, since no vor-
tices penetrate through the SB, consistent with the dat
Fig. 3~a!. Bac instead of remaining constant, shows a rap
decay belowTmax. The tail of Bac as well as the weak re
sistive tail belowTmax indicate, furthermore, that a small flu
creep is present resulting in some finite vortex motion. No
that even in this weak creep regimeBac is inverted, showing
that most of the current flows at the edges and vortex dyn
ics is governed by SB. The vortices become fully immob
only at a lower temperatureTd , below which the creep stop
within our resolution.

Finally, we demonstrate here that the above conditi
that the total critical currentI c is determined mainly by the
critical current of the SB, holds over the entire investigat
range of temperatures and fields. At low temperatures
relatively low current, the vortices are immobile and the c
rent flows with the characteristic Meissner distribution r
sulting in vanishingBac . In this case one concludes that th
applied currentI ac is below the total critical currentI c5I c

b

1I c
s , but the values of the individual critical currents cann

be determined. In order to gain this important informati
one has to increase the applied current just slightly above
total critical current. In this situation the applied current
precisely divided between the bulk and the edges accord
to I c

b and I c
s . As a result the vortices are set in motion, a

the correspondingBac signal provides the information on th

e
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relative importance ofI c
b and I c

s . Such a measurement
presented in Fig. 4 which showsBac , as measured by senso
3, at variousI ac between 5 and 30 mA at 0.3 T. The arrow
indicate the temperaturesTmax at which I ac5I c(T)5I c

b1I c
s

FIG. 4. Bac as measured by sensor 3 for variousI ac between 5
and 30 mA atHdc50.3 T. As the current is increased vortice
become mobile at progressively lower temperatures. The arr
indicate the temperatures at which the correspondingI ac equals
I c(T). The negativeBac values at these temperatures show thatI c

b

!I c
s . Inset: temperature dependence of the total critical currentI c at

Hdc50.3 T.
l-

.

it
for the various applied currents as described above. The
respondingI c(T) dependence is shown in the inset. We fi
that in all cases whenI ac reachesI c(T) the corresponding
Bac signal is fully inverted@as the 6.8 K profile in Fig. 2~a!#
indicating that practically all the current flows at the edg
and thatI c

b!I c
s . Thus, in clean crystals of NbSe2 the mea-

suredI c reflects mainly the critical current of the SB and n
the bulk critical current.

In summary, the distribution of transport current in cle
platelet crystals of 2H-NbSe2 was studied by measuring th
self-induced magnetic field. The use of extended arrays
Hall sensors allows for a direct inversion of the self-fie
profile into the current distribution profile across the crys
width. BelowTc the current is found to flow predominantl
at the sample edges due to strong surface barriers. The
govern the apparent resistivity of the crystals. Furthermo
the measured critical current is determined by the criti
current of the SB barrier rather than by bulk critical curre
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